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---

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonOCohen
All #socialwork educators, practitioners, and students should read this, especially those working in child welfare. #MacroSW https://t.co/9hT05jka49

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StackenSW
RT @spcumings: If I could attend #ISPP2018, and #NSWUG, and #NASW2018 this summer, I would absolutely do it. #FOMO #MacroSW https://t.co/w...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #macroSW chat on #CommunityOrganizing and #SocialAction with @poliSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StackenSW
RT @poliSW: Join me tonight at 6:00 PM EST for #MacroSW intro to Community Organizing https://t.co/6e9Fmy5fI6 via @poliSW

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @UBSSW: Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #macroSW chat on #CommunityOrganizing and #SocialAction with @poliSW

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
Good evening, everyone! I'm joining the #MacroSW chat in a few, and I'll be posting a few tweets! https://t.co/dB6zHAcC2N

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW starts in 1 min tonight topic is intro to community organizing.

---

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW starts in 1 min tonight topic is intro to community organizing.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Hello. Welcome to tonight's chat Social Action 104 intro to Community Organizing #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I will be hosting the chat tonight. Let's take 5 min for role call: #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Hello. Welcome to tonight's chat Social Action 104 intro to Community Organizing #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hi, Pat Shelly here for @UBSSW - We'll be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight for this #MacroSW chat - switching over now! https://t.co/1vFZuQde

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you haven't already done so, please introduce yourself. I also ask that if you're an experienced community organizer that you state that in your introduction #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: If you haven't already done so, please introduce yourself. I also ask that if you're an experienced community organizer that yo
Hello from ITIC tonight. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Please remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBritc Hi Erin #macosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Please remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@UBritc Welcome to the chat Winni #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hello! This is Vilissa, #MacroSW partner. Hope everyone is doing well and I'm looking forward to the convo. https://t.co/Mlal7mtyyL

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I'm Rachel. I'm an advocacy and community outreach consultant and founding #MacroSW chat partner. I also rep @acosaorg on these chats.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you are an ACOISA member living in the NE I am you rep on the board. So please feel free to reach out to me with feedback or questions.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you are an ACOISA member living in the NE I am you rep on the board. So please feel free to reach out to me with feedback or questions. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: I'm Rachel. I'm an advocacy and community outreach consultant and founding #MacroSW chat partner. I also rep @acosaorg on these...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello! This is Vilissa, #MacroSW partner. Hope everyone is doing well and I'm looking forward to the convo. https://t.co/...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you are not a member and want info about joining also reach out to me or visit https://t.co/pvCSAmEN86. We currently have a new membership tier for macro practitioners. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@VilissaThompson Hello, Vilissa #macosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I want to give a shout out to my wonderful #MacroSW partners: @ubosw @karenzgoda @SuneyeFolayan @pondaughter @VilissaThompson @spcunninghs @acosaorg #macosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: If you are not a member and want info about joining also reach out to me or visit https://t.co/pvCSAmEN86. We currently have a...
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @polsw: I want to give a shout out to my wonderful #MacroSW partners. @ubssw @karenzgoda @SanyaFolayan @pomddaughter @VissaThompson...

Rachel L. West @polsw
If you haven't introduced yourself and include the hashtag #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @polsw: I want to give a shout out to my wonderful #MacroSW partners. @ubssw @karenzgoda @SanyaFolayan @pomddaughter @VissaThompson...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Sorry to miss tonight's #MacroSW chat! The view doesn't suck. https://t.co/DeBUXEpKo

Rachel L. West @polsw
Great let's get started. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Evening, everyone! I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assistant professor at the University of Iowa. #MacroSW https://t.co/LeWDDmMq

Rachel L. West @polsw
Q1 is coming up. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @polsw
This is the 4th chat in a series on social action. You can find the transcripts to past chats on the #MacroSW blog. https://t.co/xPd0N67O. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/FVxp0fNG8

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @polsw: Great let's get started. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @polsw
Q1: What is community organizing? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @polsw: Q1: What is community organizing? #MacroSW

ITTC @Ultric
A1: Understanding the community need & taking social action, trauma has to be a factor when examining the needs of the community as well as planned interventions. Some communities have organized around TIC such as Tarpon Springs & Philadelphia. https://t.co/0OXLLCMKPX #macrosw
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 From the Urban Dictionary: https://t.co/0A96kH4YyT "a community organizer comes in and organizes things, putting CS...

13 hours ago

ITIC @UBitic
A1: Consideration of the impact of trauma on communities and community organizing is important. macrosw https://t.co/1aBBCFG7G
https://t.co/4Pa/6jo7a98

13 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @UBitic: A1: Consideration of the impact of trauma on communities and community organizing is important. macrosw https://t.co/1aBBCFG7G

13 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1. It's always about the relationships - so a natural fit for socialworld. @spcummings @pawlsw #macroswn https://t.co/YCZVgphq

13 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 It's always about the relationships - so a natural fit for socialworld. @spcummings @pawlsw #macroswn https://t.co/YCZVgphq

13 hours ago

Rachel L. West @pawlsw
Q2 is coming up shortly. MacroSW

13 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBitic: A1: Consideration of the impact of trauma on communities and community organizing is important. macrosw https://t.co/1aBBCFG7G

13 hours ago

Rachel L. West @pawlsw
The role of social worker as community organizer is that of facilitator and coordinator. MacroSW

13 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @pawlsw: Q2 is coming up shortly. MacroSW

13 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @pawlsw: Q2 is coming up shortly. MacroSW

13 hours ago

Janet West @Jaw64
RT @pawlsw: Q1 What is community organizing? MacroSW

13 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @pawlsw: The role of social worker as community organizer is that of facilitator and coordinator. MacroSW

13 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @pawlsw: The role of social worker as community organizer is that of facilitator and coordinator. MacroSW

13 hours ago

Janet West @Jaw64
RT @pawlsw: If you are an ACOSA member living in the NE I am you rep on the board. So please feel free to reach out to me with feedback or...

13 hours ago
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Q2. What does being a facilitator and coordinator mean? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
RT @poliSW: Q2. What does being a facilitator and coordinator mean? #MacroSW

Janet West @Jawel4
RT @poliSW: If you are not a member and want info about joining also reach out to me or visit https://t.co/pvCGAI5mB6. We currently have a...

ITTC @UEniC
A2: Identifying the key players to move the initiative forward not only important in org. and community change. Collaborations play an important role such as TICI WNY with ITTC. https://t.co/XuKvuU2NNr #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A2: In Community Organizing we work with the community to develop their ability to evaluate and solve social problems. #MacroSW

Janet West @Jawel4
RT @poliSW: The role of social worker as community organizer is that of facilitator and coordinator. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
@poliSW A2: Working with individuals and groups, not talking at them. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Community development may be needed in order for the community to carry out the work that needs to be done in order to create change. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummins @poliSW A2: Working with individuals and groups, not talking at them. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A2 The facilitator does not put forward own views or opinions but helps moves the agenda, or suggests what the discussion so far has revealed. Helps keep the wheels turning. #MacroSW https://t.co/pSswfPmvU

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummins @poliSW A2: Working with individuals and groups, not talking at them. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW A2: In Community Organizing we work with the community to develop their ability to evaluate and solve social problems. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Community development may be needed in order for the community to carry out the work that needs to be done in order to create c...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW A2 The facilitator does not put forward own views or opinions but helps moves the agenda, or suggests what the discuss...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3 is coming up. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2: The facilitator does not put forward own views or opinions but helps moves the agenda, or suggests what the discuss…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBillc: A2: Identifying the key players to move the initiative forward is not only important in org. and community change. Collaborati…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Community Organizing Theory #MacroSW https://t.co/eS9YYHg2l

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Community Organizing Theory #MacroSW https://t.co/eS9YYHg2l

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Community Organizing Theory #MacroSW https://t.co/eS9YYHg2l

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3: What theories and perspectives is community organizing theory born out of? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Q3: What theories and perspectives is community organizing theory born out of? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Q3: What theories and perspectives is community organizing theory born out of? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Q3: What theories and perspectives is community organizing theory born out of? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A3: Here's one perspective: "Practitioners' interests should always be lower on the list than the interests of those of the people served." – Promoting Community Change in Chap. 1 Sec 8 @polisw #macroSW https://t.co/02q2TJ4JLG

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@poliSW A3: Empowerment, and Strengths Perspective #MacroSW

ITTIC @USItic
A3: Elements from locality development and social planning models are utilized to achieve advancement in TIC principles and organizational change https://t.co/ImTkpXgFP1 #MacroSW

ITTIC @USItic
A3: A trauma informed coalition provided the following Trauma informed community plan for Buffalo, NY https://t.co/xwVzSp9Pwm #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3: Ecological perspective, social systems perspective, social network, and social support #MacroSW
A. The response to the impact of trauma can be in the form of the Trauma Informed Community Building Model. [Link](https://t.co/nA8RCHGT)

Ecological perspective [Link](https://t.co/cKZK6oO9H)

A. A trauma-informed coalition provided the following Trauma-informed community plan for Buffalo, NY. [Link](https://t.co/ieVbP9Pwum)

Ecological perspective [Link](https://t.co/cKZK6oO9H)

Ecological perspective [Link](https://t.co/cKZK6oO9H)

A. Coming up [Link](https://t.co/HKlI9woj)

Ecological perspective [Link](https://t.co/cKZK6oO9H)

Ecological perspective [Link](https://t.co/cKZK6oO9H)
Rachel L. West @poliSW
social support #MacroSW https://t.co/HJyEx6F3

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Can't resist this: the theory of theories - #MacroSW https://t.co/S9Scnw7k4

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Can't resist this: the theory of theories - #MacroSW https://t.co/S9Scnw7k4

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
Joining the chat midstream this evening from the Piney Woods of Deep East TX, Stephen F. Austin State Univ @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/pw4jQOy1H

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: What are 4 types of community organizing #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW Welcome Ann #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW Welcome to the chat! Good to see you, Ann! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@annwilder Welcome, Ann! How are the Piney Woods? Warm? Cool? #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW Q4: What are 4 types of community organizing #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: 4 types of community organizing > #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A3: Social exchange theory? Yes! @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/jvyeOEjO5

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @annwilder A3: Social exchange theory? Yes! @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/jvyeOEjO5

Rachel L. West @poliSW
locality development #MacroSW https://t.co/j0Qk1XcO6u

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Locality development #MacroSW https://t.co/j0Qk1XcO6u

ITTIC @jBHe
A4: Social planning, social action, locality development, community partnerships and coalitions. Each type of community organizing can be found in...
ITTC @UBirc
A4: Social planning, social action, locality development, community partnerships and coalitions. Each type of community organizing can be found in TIC change initiatives. https://t.co/1ICvok2W99 #MacroSW
4. 3.5

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2 The facilitator does not put forward own views or opinions but helps move the agenda, or suggests what the discuss.
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Annwild: A3 Social exchange theory. Yes!! @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/jw5tOEJD5
4. 3.5

ITTC @UBirc
A4: ITTC engages with coalition members to advance TIC in the community. https://t.co/xmnS77G59mO. https://t.co/XkKvL29W4W #MacroSW
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: locality development #MacroSW https://t.co/8Q100OSWu
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBirc: A4: Social planning, social action, locality development, community partnerships and coalitions. Each type of community organ...
4. 3.5

Rachel L West @poliSW
Social planning and policy change #MacroSW https://t.co/PhOssWyeUk
4. 3.5

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @Annwild
A3: Bandura's Social Learning theory... who remembers the Bobo dolls? @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/ZK5Rej3X2R
4. 3.5

Rachel L West @poliSW
RT @UBirc: A4: Social planning, social action, locality development, community partnerships and coalitions. Each type of community organ...
4. 3.5

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Social planning and policy change #MacroSW https://t.co/PhOssWyeUk
4. 3.5

Rachel L West @poliSW
social action and systems advocacy #MacroSW https://t.co/d7N7LRmtyTS
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: A4. 4 types of community organizing. #MacroSW
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: Social planning and policy change #MacroSW https://t.co/PhOssWyeUk
4. 3.5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: social action and systems advocacy #MacroSW https://t.co/d7N7LRmtyTS
4. 3.5

Rachel L West @poliSW
coalition building #MacroSW https://t.co/23eIA6xZC
4. 3.5
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: coalition building #MacroSW https://t.co/UZ3E1AqVzc 13 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: coalition building #MacroSW https://t.co/UZ3E1AqVzc 12 hours ago

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
What a significant impact TIC can have at the community level. Great to see this formatly in action! #MacroSW https://t.co/9XmQ9g9Q0 13 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
We are getting close to 10:00 PM #MacroSW 12 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @poliSW: We are getting close to 10:00 PM. #MacroSW 12 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A3: Bandura's social Learning theory...who remembers the Bobo dolls? @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/cr... 12 hours ago

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A4: Coalition building seems to be on the rise since the most recent Presidential election. An outpouring of the OccupyMovement and BLM. Are there any stats to support this observation? Anybody? @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialactionsMacroSW https://t.co/68UmlQ4wT 12 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: What a significant impact TIC can have at the community level. Great to see this formatly in action! #MacroSW https://t.co/9... 12 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
The transcript for this chat will be posted later tonight on Twitter and on the blog https://t.co/uPQKNDI7O. #MacroSW 12 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Coalition building seems to be on the rise since the most recent Presidential election. An outpouring of the OccupyMovem... 12 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Coalition building seems to be on the rise since the most recent Presidential election. An outpouring of the OccupyMovem... 12 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: The transcript for this chat will be posted later tonight on Twitter and on the blog https://t.co/uPQKNDI7O. #MacroSW 12 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Our next chat takes place next Thursday at 9:00 PM EST. @spcummings will host. The topic is The End of Net Neutrality: How social work may be impacted #MacroSW 12 hours ago
RT @policSW: The transcript for this chat will be posted later tonight on Twitter and on the blog https://t.co/pQKNb7ffJ0. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @policSW: Our next chat takes place next Thursday at 9:00 PM EST. @spcummings will host. The topic is The End of Net Neutrality. How soi...

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @policSW: Our next chat takes place next Thursday at 9:00 PM EST. @spcummings will host. The topic is The End of Net Neutrality. How soi...

Rachel L. West @policSW
Once again I want to thank the #MacroSW chat partners @spcummings @acsaseng @ubcsow @karenzgoda @SunyeFolayan @WlissaThompson #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@policSW Yepp! Just a light chat on how the web we as we know it is slowly changing… #MacroSW https://t.co/5amvTOqLL

Rachel L. West @policSW
If you're interested in becoming a chat contributor or guest expert please DM us at @OfficialMacroSW or email OfficialMacroSW@gmail.com #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @policSW: Once again I want to thank the #MacroSW chat partners @spcummings @acsaseng @ubcsow @karenzgoda @SunyeFolayan @WlissaThompson #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @policSW
Thank you everyone who participated tonight. Have a great weekend. #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBITC
Thank you for a great chat tonight! Have a good night all. #MacroSW

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @policSW: If you're interested in becoming a chat contributor or guest expert please DM us at @OfficialMacroSW or email OfficialMacroSW@gmail.com #MacroSW

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @policSW: Thank you everyone who participated tonight. Have a great weekend. #MacroSW

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks to @ubitc and @annwilder for joining tonight! And a big thank you to @policSW! Goodnight all! #MacroSW https://t.co/0WqjEEnY

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @policSW Yepp! Just a light chat on how the web as we know it is slowly changing…. #MacroSW https://t.co/5amvTOqLL

Ann Wilder, PhD, LSW @annwilder
A4: Some research indicates that people engage in coalition building and community development based on their personal passion and commitment. The more personal the issue is to them the more likely they are to action. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #localaction https://t.co/3o04d0q10
Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A4: Some research indicates that people engage in coalition building and community development based on their personal passion and commitment. The more personal the issue is to them the more likely they are to take action. #OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #socialaction https://t.co/7zkNoCOfpP

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poisSW: Thank you everyone who participated tonight. Have a great weekend. #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, Ph.D., LCSW @annwilder
@BebroRourke Ty 4 acknowledging this tragic & historic event. Unfortunately these crimes still happen in this region 2 days, many are not investigated & unsolved. Remembering innocent legacies helps remind folks 2 watch closely in rural areas where vigilant acts of hate still happen. #MacroSW #humanrights

Debra Goldenberg @dsgoldenberg
RT @annwilder: @BebroRourke Ty 4 acknowledging this tragic & historic event. Unfortunately these crimes still happen in this region 2 days, many go...

UB Social Work @UBSSW
#SDOH Social Determinants of Health #MacroSW #OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/o02ueaWh

Denique Dennis @dennis_denique
RT @poisSW: coalition building #MacroSW https://t.co/UZ2EVAyZG

Denique Dennis @dennis_denique
RT @poisSW: social action and systems advocacy #MacroSW https://t.co/dN7lMzy7S

Denique Dennis @dennis_denique
RT @poisSW: Social planning and policy change #MacroSW https://t.co/Po5C3SWrUK

Rachel L. West @poisSW
#MacroSW Healthcare Social Media Transcript June 7th 2018 https://t.co/YELz5h2M1F via @sympliur

Denique Dennis @dennis_denique
RT @poisSW: locality development #MacroSW https://t.co/8Q1kXO5Vu
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### The #MacroSW Influencers

#### Top 10 by Mentions
- @polSW 73
- @OfficialMacroSW 19
- @UBItc 13
- @spcummings 13
- @annwilder 11
- @acosaorg 8
- @VilissaThompson 8
- @UBSSW 7
- @SunnyFolayan 6
- @karenzgoda 5

#### Top 10 by Tweets
- @OfficialMacroSW 54
- @polSW 51
- @spcummings 51
- @UBItc 40
- @annwilder 39
- @Javed4 4
- @UBSSW 4
- @dennis_denique 4
- @karenzgoda 2
- @StuckonSW 2

#### Top 10 by Impressions
- @OfficialMacroSW 100.1K
- @polSW 187.5K
- @spcummings 52.2K
- @VilissaThompson 24.8K
- @UBSSW 21.4K
- @StuckonSW 21.3K
- @karenzgoda 7.5K
- @UBItc 3.9K
- @annwilder 1.4K
- @Javed4 1.3K

### The Numbers

- 489,650,000 Impressions
- 174 Tweets
- 13 Retweets
- 116 Likes
- 13 Quotes

Twitter data from the #MacroSW hashtag from Thu, June 7th, 2018, 8:45PM to Thu, June 7th, 2018, 10:15PM (America/New_York)